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1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of the Mobius algebra as a setting for Mobius inversion is now a
well-developed tool in Combinatorial theory. It was first defined by Solomon [16]
who used it in the study of the Burnside algebra of a finite group. It was subsequently studied by Davis [S] and Greene [ll]. Davis showed that the Mobius
algebra and Rota’s valuation ring [15] are equivalent, at least in the finite
case. Greene showed that Rota’s theorem [14] relating the Mobius functions
of finite ordered sets joined by a Galois connection fits very naturally into this
context. See Geissinger [lo] for the infinite case. For numerous applications
see Greene [ll], Crapo-Roulet [7] and Zaslavsky [18].
Grothendieck
groups and rings are well-known
both in topology and in
commutative
algebra. They occur in the very general contexts of exact
categories and of topoi. We only consider the relatively special case of
the Grothendieck ring of the category of sheaves of modules on a topological
space. See [l].
The Mobius algebra for a lower semilattice is just the semigroup algebra with
respect to infimum (i.e. x . y = x A y) so that the Mobius algebra generalizes
the semigroup algebra via Mobius inversion to arbitrary lower finite ordered
sets. As such the Mobius algebra is an intersection algebra much like the
Chow ring. Now it is known by the work of Grothendieck
[12] and BaumFulton-MacPherson
[5], that the Riemann-Roth
theorem can be recast
in a very general context as asserting that there is a natural transformation
between the Chow ring and the Grothendieck
ring. It was to find a purely
combinatorial
version of this result that motivated our work.

* Parts of this paper appeared in the author’s Ph.D. thesis, Harvard

University,

1976.
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2. ORDERED SETS AND DIAGRAMS
We use the same notation for ordered sets and diagrams on ordered sets as in
[4]. If P is an ordered set and x E P, then V, denotes (y E P 1y 3 x}. We
define Jz dually. These are special cases of ascending and descending subsets
of P respectively. We write 2P for the ordered set (under inclusion) of ascending
subsets of P. See Birkhoff [6]. The descending subsets of P form the closed sets
of a topology on P. In this topology &j = Jz .
The ascending subsets of P of the form I’, are called the principal ascending
subsets. An order-preserving
mapf: P -+ Q is said to be (upper) Galois if for
every y E Q, the subset f-‘(I’,)
of P is p rincipal. Following Quillen [13], we
abbreviate f-l( I’,) to simply f/y and call it the j&r off over y. The ordered
set obtained by reversing the order relation of P is called the order dual of P
and is denoted P*.
The relationship between Galois maps and Galois connections is given by
Everett’s theorem [9] which may be stated as follows:
PROPOSITION

1 (Everett).

Let f: P + Q be an order-preserving map of

ordered sets.
(1) If for every Y E Q, the Jibm fly is either principal or empty, then there
is a descending subset J C Q such that the restriction f : P -+ J is Galois and
conversely. Moreover J is unique if it exists.

(2) f is Galois if and only if there is an order-preserving map g: Q -+ P such
that the pair (f, g) is a Galois connection between P* and Q. Moreover g is unique
if it exists.
A diagram on P with values in a category V is a commutative diagram whose
underlying pattern is P. The class of all diagrams on P with values in @?forms
a category denoted qp. The value D(x) of a diagram at a point x E P is called its
stalk at x, also denoted D, . We generally assume w is the category of modules
over a ring R. The support 1D 1 of a diagram D is the subset of P on which D
has nonzero stalks. The descending subset J(D) generated by the support of D
is called the closed support of D, J(D) = {x E P 1 for some y > x, D, # 0).
A diagram D is said to be jinite if J(D) is finite and if all its stalks are finite
modules over R.
An important diagram on an ordered set P is the constant diagram I@, all of
whose stalks are the module M over R and all of whose structure morphisms
are the identity. There are two ways we may restrict diagrams. For a subset
S C P, D 1S is the diagram on S given by the restriction to S. If S is convex
(i.e., if for any x, y E S, {z 1x < z < y} C S), then we may define a diagram
D[S] whose stalks outside S have been set to zero but which coincides with D
on S. For example, M[{x}] is a diagram having a single nonzero stalk at x; we
will abbreviate this to M[x].
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For any order-preserving
map f : P -+ Q, there is a functor f *: Vo -+ wp
i.e. thinking of E as a functor E: Q -+ g, f *E
given by f*E(x)
= E(f(x)),
is E 0f. We call f * the puZ&zc~. The pullback has a right adjoint called the
pushout f* : wp -+ %Q. To give an explicit description of f*D we must extend
the concept of the value of D to subsets of P. For S c P, the value D(S) of D is
the submodule of nsEs D(x) consisting of compatible S-tuples, i.e. (a, / x E S)
is in D(S) if the structure morphisms of D carry a, H uY whenever x < y in S.
Then f*D is given by (f*D)(y)
= D(f/y).
The functor f *: VQ -+ %? is exact, but f+ : gp --f gQ is not, being only left
exact. As a result, f* gives rise to higher diiect images, denoted Rnf,D (see
Artin [2]). For the special case of Q being a single point, R*f*D is the cohomology
of D, denoted Hn(P, 0). In general, (Rnf*D)( y) = H”(f/y, D). See [4] for
explicit complexes to compute the cohomology. From these complexes it is
easy to see that for D finite Rnf +D is also finite and furthermore that Rnf *D = 0
for n sufficiently large. The connection of the higher direct images with Galois
maps is provided by.
THEOREM
2. If f: P -+ Q is an order-preserving map such that f: P + J is
Galois for some descending subset J C Q, then Raf,D = 0 for all diagrams D on P,
and for all n, Hn(P, D) E Hn(Q, f*D).

For a proof see [4, Corollary 4.71.
The last result we need is the connection between the cohomology of diagrams
and the Mobius functions of ordered sets. For this we use the following abbreviation. If P is an ordered set let Pg denote the ordered set obtained by adjoining a
minimum element 6 to P, whether or not P has a minimum already. We then
write pP(x) = ~(0, x), where ~(6, X) is computed in Pg.
3. Let M be a$nite moduIe over a P.I.D. R, and let P be a lower
ordered set. Then for any x E P, we have

PROPOSITION

jinite

xWfi?l)= --ranWV . ~~(4,
where x(M(x))

= Cz=‘=, (- 1)” rank, Hn(P, M[x]).

For a proof see [4, Lemma 5.11.

3.

THE

MOBIUS

ALGEBRA

Let P be a lower finite ordered set. Let A,(P) be the free abelian group on P
as a basis with product defined on basis elements by
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where p is the Mobius function of P. We call A,(P) the Miibius algebra of P
(with coefficients in Z). The Mobius algebra with coefficients in a ring R is
A,(P, R) = A,(P) az R. Th’ is is the original definition of Solomon [16].
Following Greene [l I] we define the elements

*x= 7J<x
c PL(Y,
X)Y>for

x E P.

The 6, are a complete set of orthogonal idempotents for
idempotents
one can show Davis’ theorem [B] that the
isomorphic to a valuation ring.
More precisely, for a finite distributive lattice D let V(D,
ring (Rota [15]) of D with coefficients in R. Then for a finite

A,(P). Using these
Mabius

algebra

is

R) be the valuation
ordered set P

A#‘, R) = Wp’, WW
where .z E V(2p*, R) corresponds to the empty descending subset of P.
Now A,( ., R) is a covariant functor if for an order-preserving
map f : P -+ Q
we define f.+ : A,(P, R) -+ A,(Q, R) on generators by f*(x) = f (x). However,
as was noted by Greene [ 11, Theorem 21, f.+ need not be a ring homomorphism.
Indeed, he showed that f* is a ring homomorphism
essentially only when f is
upper Galois. Similarly, as Geissinger [lo] has noted, A,(*, R) is a contravariant
functor if we define f *: A,(Q, R) -+ A,(P, R) by

f*(*,) =

c *= if f-‘(y)

# 0

f-l(y)

= 0.

w-l(u)

I0

if

Of course, for this to be well-defined we must have that f-‘(y)
y E Q. We will say f is jinite when this is the case.

4.

THE

GROTHENDIECK

is finite for all

RING

Let P be an ordered set and R a P.I.D. We write FL@(P, R) for the category
of finite diagrams on P. The isomorphism classes of $9(P, R) form a semiring
FD(P, R) under the operations of direct sum and tensor product (over R). We
write [D] for the isomorphism class of a finite diagram D.
Let SFD(P, R) be the free abelian group generated by the elements of
FD(P, R). The semiring structure on FD(P, R) extends to a ring structure on
SFD(P, R) which is commutative but does not have an identity element when P
is infinite, Let EFD(P, R) be the subgroup of SFD(P, R) generated by elements
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of the form [D] - [E] + [F] w h ere D, E, F are diagrams for which there is a
short exact sequence
Q+D+E-+F-+O.
We write K(P, R) for the quotient SFD(P, R)/EFD(P, R) and call it the
Grothendieck group of PB(P, R). There is a natural group homomorphism
FD(P, R) + SFD(P, R) --f SFD(P, R)/EFD(P,

R) = K(P, R)

which is denoted L: FD(P, R) + K(P, R). The image of a class [D] in FD(P, R)
under L will also be denoted [D]. Th e context should make it clear which use of
“[D]” is intended.
The functorial properties of K are derived from the pullback and pushout
Although f defines
functors of section 2. Let f: P + Q b e order-preserving.
functors f *: VQ -+ ‘+Zp and f* : VP + gQ, only f.+ restricts to a functor f* :
99(P,
R) + Fg(Q, R). The functor f * restricts to a functor f *: FB(Q, R) --f
99(P,
R) if f is finite.
When f is finite f *: FD(Q, R) + FD(P, R) is a semiring homomorphism.
Since f * obviously preserves exact sequences of diagrams, f * induces a homomorphism f 1: K(Q, R) -+ K(P, R). In this way K(., R) defines a contravariant
functor from the category of lower finite ordered sets and finite maps to abelian
groups.
f* :
Now for arbitrary f : P + Q, f* d efi nes a semiring homomorphism
FD(P, R) - FD(Q, R). However f* need not preserve exact sequences so there
is no reason to expect f * to induce a homomorphism on the Grothendieck rings.
The Leray spectral sequence however suggests an alternative approach. Namely
define

f!Pl = go (-lWPf*Dl*
Note that if D is a finite diagram, then this is
consequence of the long exact sequence for
K(P, R) + K(Q, R) is a well-defined
group
spectral sequence then implies that f! endows
covariant functor from the category of lower
groups.

5.

THE

ISOMORPHISM

a finite sum. It is an immediate
diagram cohomology that f! :
homomorphism.
The Leray
K(., R) with the structure of a
finite ordered sets to abelian

THEOREM

Throughout
this section all ordered sets are lower finite and R is a P.I.D.
We study the relationship between the functors P H A,(P) and P H K(P, R).
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We regard each as a functor from lower finite ordered sets to groups, having
a covariant structure as well as the structure of a contravariant functor on finite
maps.

LEMMA 5. Let P be a jnite ordered set. Dejine the diagram l?[ V,] for x E P
as in section 2. Then
(1)

the elements [l?[VJ] generate K(P, R),

(2)

the elements[R[x]] generate K(P, R).

Proof. Let D be a finite diagram on P. Let Q be the ascending subset of P
generated by the support of D. Let x be a minimal element of Q. The stalk D,
is a finite R-module, so there is a surjective R-homomorphism
Rn --+ D, .
Since R is a P.I.D., the kernel of this homomorphism
is isomorphic to a free
R-module Rn”. By the choice of x, this homomorphism
extends uniquely to a
LetE=KerorandF=Cokercy.
morphism of diagrams 01: (I?[VJ) On-D.
The stalk of E at x is Rm so as above there is a unique morphism of diagrams /3:
vwPm + E. Set E’ = Ker p and F’ = Coker 6. By the definition of E
and F, [D] = n[l?[VJ] + [-r;l - [El. By the definition of E’ and F’, [E] =
m[l?[V.]] + [F’] - [E’] so [D] = (n - m)[I?[V,l] + [El - [F’] + [E’]. Finally,
the stalks of F, E’ and F’ at x are all zero. Because the elements [D] E K(P, R)
for D E 99(P, R) generate K(P, R), we get (1) by the obvious induction.
The second statement is immediate from the first and the exact sequence
0 -+ Z?[V, - {x}] -+ I?[V,] --+ R[x] -+ 0, for x E P, by the same induction.
Q.E.D.
In the special
to z.

case P = {a>, both A,(@})

and I@),

R) are isomorphic

PROPOSITION
6. Let v: K({o}, R) + A,(@}) be a homomorphism of groups.
Then there is at most one natural transformation LX:K(., R) --f A, , where both are
regarded as covariant fumtors, such that a({o}) = r].

Proof. The proof proceeds in steps. We first consider finite chains. Let C,
be the chain (0, l,..., n} of length n. For m E C, , m’ E C,+, define orderpreserving mapsg, : C,,-, -+ C, and h,* : C,, + C,,-, by:
and
We may assume that n > 1. Then for m E C,, ,

K(C,,-, , R) 2

K(C, , R)

Sk,)
ok&.1)
1
1
(em)+
A(G)
AK+I)
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commutes. Now g, is a Galois map. So the higher direct images Rpg, all vanish
andkmhl?l = KgmM4foranydiagramDonP.SoforO<l<n-1,

Accordingly

and if I=

if 1 < 1 < n -

1, then

n, then

Therefore a(C,) is determined by o1(C,+,), by Lemma 5. By induction the
value of 01on chains is determined by ar((6)).
Now let P be an arbitrary finite ordered set. By Szipilrajn’s Theorem [17],
there is a bijective order-preserving
mapf: P -+ C, , where n + 1 is the caris an isomordinality of P. By Greene [ll, Theorem I], f* : A,(P) --f A,(&)
phism of groups. Therefore

a(P) = (f&l 0 a(C,) of! : K(J’, R) - -‘J,(P).
So a(P) is determined on arbitrary finite ordered sets by a({6}).
Finally let .P be an arbitrary lower finite ordered set. Let D be a finite diagram
on P. Let Q be the closed support of D. Then Q is a finite descending subset of P.
Let i: Q -+ P be the inclusion. Then i is Galois. So writing E = i*D and
noticing that i,i*D
= D in this case, we have
or(P)[D] = cu(P)[i,E]

= a(P) 0 i![E] = i, 0 a(Q)[EJ

Since Q is finite, we conclude that OLis determined

in general by a@}).

Q.E.D.

THEOREM
7. There is a uniqrre natural isomorphism ol: K(-, R) -+ A,, which
is natural with respect to both the covariant and contravariant functors, such that
a({6}) = id* : K({6}, R) -+ A,({6}).

Proof. Let P be a lower finite ordered set. Define a group homomorphism
y(P): A,(P) + K(P, R) by y(P)(&) = [R[x]] where 6, was defined in section 3
and where x E P. We show naturality and bijectivity in steps.
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We first show y is natural with respect to the contravariant structure on the
subcategory of lower finite ordered sets and injective maps. Let f: P + Q be in
this subcategory. For y E Q, f-l(y) is either empty or a singleton. So f *R[y] is
either 0 or R[ f -l( y)]. Hence for y E Q

=

[R[f -‘(r>ll

i0

if f-‘(y)
if

f-‘(y)

# 0
= E5

= [f *R[Yll
= f TR[Yll
= f ! 0 AQ)(S&
Therefore y is natural on this subcategory.
We show r(P) is injective. Let C qySz be an element of A,(P) so that all but
finitely many qz = 0. Suppose y(P)(C T&J = C r],[R[x]] vanishes in K(P, R).
Let x E P and let h: (x) + P be the inclusion. Then
0 = h! DY(P) (1 %Sz)
= YHYH o /I* (c %Sz)
= r({rHW,)

= s,[R[~ll~
Now K({y}, R) s Z and [R[y]] is the identity element. Thererore ?y = 0. It
follows that C ?,S, = 0 and that y(P) is injective.
Now we check surjectivity. First suppose i: Q -+ P is the inclusion of a finite
descending subset of P and that y EQ. Then

since Q is descending
zzz SiCub

.
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Now if C r/$, is in A,(Q),

by Theorem

2

since Q is descending

= c %m-(YHI

= c %r(p)(*i(v))
= y(P) 0 i,

by the above computation.

Therefore i! o y(Q) = y(P) 0 i, . Let D be a finite diagram on P. Write Q for
J(D) and i: Q + P for the inclusion. Set E = D 1Q = i*D, so that i![E] = [D].
We already know that y(Q) is bijective by Lemma 5, because Q is finite. Let
a E A,(Q) be such that r(Q)(a) = [El, then [Do] = i, 0 y(Q)(a) = y(P)(i,(a)). It
follows that y(P) is surjective.
We may therefore define a(P) = y(P)-I: K(P, R) -+ A,(P) for any lower
finite ordered set P. Then OLdefines a natural isomorphism 01:K -+ A, on the
subcategory of injective maps with respect to the contravariant structures. We
compute cd(P) explicitly.
For a finite diagram D, suppose that a(P)[D] is C ~$3~ . Let y be in P, and
let h: {y} -+ P be the inclusion. Then
%A/ = c d*&)
= A* (c ?z%)
ZZ h* o a(P)[D]

= 4i~l) 0 h’P1
= 4~Y1m/[Yll
= (rank, D,) 8, .
Therefore,

rlV = rank, D, and

a(P)[D] = C (rankR D&S, .
XSP

We have already shown that 01is unique in Proposition 6, so it remains to show
that 01is natural for all maps and both functorial structures. Let f: P -+ Q be
order-preserving.
First the contravariant case. For y E Q,
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4p> of’[~RIYll = w[f*~~Yll
zz.z

c

rankRu*R[YlMh

SEP

= c ‘ankR(~[Ylrh!sT
EP

= f *w
= f * 0 4Q)[WrllNow the covariant

case. For x E P,

a(Q)~fdW1 = 4Q,>2 (-~)“P@fJWl
?I=0

by Proposition

by the definition of t.~ on P and the fact that
ascending subset.

f -l(V,)

3

is an
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by the definition

=

f*

( c
we

tLP&

of p on Q

do)

Q.E.D,

6. CONSEQUENCES
Several results follow immediately

from Theorem

7.

COROLLARY 8. The subgroup EFD(P, R) is an ideal of SFD(P, R) and
K(P, R) is a commutative ring (not necessarily with 1). Moreover 01is a naturalisomorphism of rings.
Proof. That K(P, R) is a ring can be shown directly. The real point here is to
see that ti endows K(P, R) (f rom the ring structure on A,(P)) with the ring
structure we expect from the tensor product. That is, we wish to show that
[D OREl = PXEI, w here the product on the right is the one defined by oi.
This result follows immediately
from the explicit computations
of the last
section and from the fact that rank,(M OR N) = (rank, M) (rank, N) for
any two finite R-modules iVl and N.
Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 9 (Greene).
For an order-preserving map f: P -+ Q, f* defines
a ring homomorphism f* : A,(P) + A,(Q) if and only if f: P -+ J is Galois for
some descending subset J CQ. When P and Q are jinite, f preserves the identity
elements if and only if f is upper Galois.
Proof. We prove the result by proving the corresponding
result for f! :
K(P, R) --f K(Q, R). Let f satisfy the condition of the first statement. By
Theorem
2, the Rpf*D vanish for p > 0. So we need only show that
[f*(D OR -91 = [fz+JXfJ% f or d’la grams D, E on P. Let y be in Q. Then
either f/y is empty or f/y = V, for some s E P. When f/y = V, , (f*(D OR E)),
= POR Eb = DAR -7%= (f*D),%
(f*E?,. Whenfly = 0, (f*(D%
E)L,
= 0 = (f*DL OR (f*E), . Thereforef*(D
OR E) = (f*D) @R (f*E).
Conversely suppose f, is a ring homomorphism.
By Theorem 4, the semiring
homomorphism n: FD(P, R) + Z given by n[D] = dim, D, induces a surjective
ring homomorphism
or: K(P, R) + Z.
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Suppose f does not satisfy the condition. Then for some y EQ, f/y
least two minimal elements, say x and x’. We then compute

has at

Similarly
for (Rlj,R[x’]),
. Therefore ~(fr[R[x]])
= 1 and z-(f![R[x’]])
= 1.
But R[x] OR R[x’] = 0. So we have a contradiction.
The first statement then
follows.
If P and Q are finite, we see thatf! need not preserve the identity element even
though both K(P, R) and K(Q, R) have one. The identity element is [8] in each
case, and f.J? = l? precisely when f is a Galois map by an obvious computation.
It is easy to see that f![l?] = [a] in just this case also. This gives the second
Q.E.D.
statement and the Corollary.
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